PIVX (PIVX)

About:

PIVX: Private – Instant – Verified – Transaction(Tx) is an MIT licensed, open source, blockchain-based cryptocurrency with ultra fast transactions, low fees, high network decentralization, and Zero Knowledge cryptography proofs for industry-leading transaction anonymity.

PIVX is the first cryptocurrency to implement a directly spendable ZeroCoin protocol and has also developed and implemented an industry-first ZeroCoin-capable Proof of Stake consensus algorithm, called zPoS, that allows complete privacy of the balance and transactions while staking.

Advantages:
1) **Private**: PIVX implemented an advanced version of the “Zerocoin Protocol”, that gives PIVX users the option of making completely anonymous transactions. Zerocoin for mobile is coming soon also!

2) **Fast**: In the Bitcoin network, transactions require 10 minutes for confirmation! For a business, this is unacceptable. PIVX transactions, on the other hand, are confirmed within 60 seconds and are most often instant.

3) **Low Fee**: Currently, the fee to send a $25 Bitcoin transaction, e.g. to pay for a decent meal, is $0.42. The same transaction, paid with PIVX, would cost less than $0.01. i.e. It’d almost be free!

4) **Ownership Reward**: We have 3 different types of reward given out to the owners of PIVX. Masternodes, PIV staking and zPIV staking. Due to our large network size, our reward return rate is very consistent and highly reliable.

5) **Secure Network**: Performing a 51% attack on PIVX, a highly decentralized Proof-of-Stake network with no possibility of
highly concentrated mining pools or delegated nodes, is next to impossible.

6) **Decentralized Team**: We are a globally distributed decentralized organization with no central ruling company. No headquarters, CEOs, or CFOs. It is maintained by the community.

7) **Energy Efficient**: PIVX is eco-friendly as it does not require any traditional computationally demanding miners to run its network. It’s our estimate that the energy needed to run our entire network can be provided by a single wind turbine!

8) **Community Based**: The heart of PIVX is our community. We spend a great amount of time supporting, equipping, and inspiring all, helping each community member to bring their best to the table. Anyone can help out the PIVX project!